
How to Release YouR animal fRom 

a trap:

two suPPlies to CaRRY witH You: 

 1) An extra leash, thick shoestring or thin rope 
 2) Wire rope cutters strong enough to snip through airplane-grade steel cable

If your animal is caught in a trap, it is important to remain calm. In most cases the 
animal will be scared and in pain so even a usually friendly animal may lash out and 
try to bite. It can be helpful to cover the animal’s head with a shirt or jacket to act as a 
muzzle as well as to calm the animal down. Keep the cover on throughout the release. 
Even if the trap has not cut through your animal’s skin, when you release the springs of 
the trap, blood will rush back into the extremity and it may sting sharply. 

Once your animal is released, take him or her to a veterinarian 
as soon as possible to make sure there is no internal damage. 
If you are not able to remove the trap yourself, release the anchor 
from its stake in the ground and take the animal with the trap to 
get help. 

This may be difficult, but try to document the incident. Take 
photos or video, including after treatment, showing where it 
happened, etc. This will help provide information to those who 
can create positive change. Contacting the media or working 
toward legislation or local ordinances can help prevent others 
from enduring a similar tragedy. Born Free USA can help 
(contact info@bornfreeusa.org or 916-447-3085).

a set leGHolD tRaP
Coil spring

a set leGHolD tRaP
Double long spring

a set Kill tRaP
Conibear

a set CaBle tRaP
snare

a cat who lost her leg in 
the leghold trap shown. 



How to Release YouR animal fRom 

a long-spring leghold trap:

Once you have covered 
the animal’s head with 
a shirt or coat, the trap 
is released by stepping 
down on the leaf spring 
that protrudes from the 
center plate (shown). 

Double-leaf-spring traps 
(as shown on the first 
page) will have springs on 
both sides — step on both 
of them at once with each 
foot to release the jaws of 
the trap.

Parts of the Trap >>
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a Coil-spring leghold trap:

Once you have covered
the animal’s head with a 
shirt or coat, the trap is
released by stepping down 
on the springs that 
protrude from the left and 
right of the trip plate, 
causing the jaws to release 
and open (shown below). 

Parts of the Trap >>
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a Cable snare trap:
Cable snares have a locking device that prevents 
the trap from loosening after the animal is 
captured. The harder animals fight or pull from the 
snare, the tighter the locking device closes around 
their neck, or wherever they’ve been trapped. 
Thus, the first thing to do is calm the animal to help 
prevent the snare from tightening further, making 
the snare harder to remove and potentially choking 
the animal to death. The more slack in the snare’s 
“noose” or loop, the easier it will be to release.
a) Reduce the tension by removing the stake that 

has the trap anchored — or move the animal 
closer to the stake so there’s slack in the cable.

B) Snares have various locking devices. If you can, 
loosen the locking device usually by pinching 
the device closer to the snare, until the snare 
slides open and you can loosen the cable. 

C) If you are unable to loosen the locking device, 
you’ll need to cut the loop of the cable snare with 

wire rope cutters (which you should always carry with you). Usually, the best place to 
access the snare to cut is just past the locking device on the loop. You will need heavy-
duty cutters; a Leatherman style 
tool will not usually be strong 
enough.
D) If you are unable to directly 
cut the cable loop around the 
animal’s neck, cutting the cable 
as close as possible to the 
outside of the locking device 
may allow you to work the lock 
a bit, causing this short cut-end 
of the cable to slip through the 
hole in the lock.
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a Conibear trap:
If your animal is caught in 
a conibear trap, time is of 
the essence as these traps 
are designed to kill quickly. 
One of the first things 
to note is if the trap has 
snapped in such a way that 
it is crushing the animal’s 
windpipe, in which case 
the animal would be 
choking and potentially 
thrashing about for air. This 
would mean one bar is flat 
against the windpipe and 
the other flat against the 
back of the neck. 

If it is, quickly work to turn the trap sideways so that the jaws 
are on the side of the animal’s neck or muzzle (as shown in 
the photo to the left). This could stop the animal from quickly 
choking to death and buy you a little more time.

You will not be able to pry the jaws open, so don’t waste 
precious time trying. Instead, focus on the springs. This is where 
your extra leash, thick shoestring or thin rope (which you should 
always carry) will be crucial. You will only be able to open one 
side at a time.

a dog tapped in a 
Conibear, turned sidways 

so that the trap is not 
pressing on the dog’s 

windpipe.



1a) If the springs are folded... 1b) spread open one of the springs 

1c) Identify the interior loops of the spring (shown circled above) and the locking device 



2a) Feed your leash, shoestring or 
rope through both interior loops of 
the spring and bring it back down



 
2b) Then loop the leash through again



3a) Stand on one side of the leash and pull the other side as hard as you can to pull 
both loops of the spring together until you can 3b) engage the safety lock. This can be 
very difficult.
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4) Do the same thing (steps 1thru 3) with the spring on the other side. 

Once the safety lock is engaged on the second spring, you should be able to get the 
trap off the animal. Get the animal to a veterinarian as soon as possible.

Note: Sadly, there is no guarantee that even by carefully following these instructions 
you can save your animal. Many circumstances come into play — what body part of 
the animal is trapped, for how long, the trap’s quality, the weather, your strength, the 
animal’s behavior, etc. — and results will vary.


